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Abstract:
This essay considers some theoretical questions raised at the end of Part 4 in this series. William Caplin’s theory of
formal functions in Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven stipulates that themes are of two primary types (period,
sentence) and several secondary types (“hybrids”). These need to be resorted in order to account for eighteenthcentury practice more broadly, following from the results of the work in this series, Parts 1-4.
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1. Introduction: Mozart series, parts 1 -4
I recently published four essays on the Texas Scholar Works platform:
1. Formal Functions in Menuets by Mozart, Part 1: Orchestral Works and Independent Sets: link
2. Formal Functions in Menuets by Mozart, Part 2: Sonatas and Chamber Music: link.
3. Formal Functions in Menuets by Mozart, Part 3: A Comparison with Johann Christian Bach: link.
4. Formal Functions in Menuets by Mozart, Part 4: Older Contemporaries, to 1770: link.
Taken as a group, these essays constitute a study of formal functions (after William Caplin) in named menuets by Mozart, with the
larger goal being to historicize more fully form-design practices in European music during the second half of the eighteenth
century. Thus, Part 3 focuses on named menuets by Johann Christian Bach (1735-1782) and compares them with menuets by Mozart.
Part 4 looks at menuets by Johann Stamitz, Johann Gottfried Müthel, Franz Joseph Haydn, Luigi Boccherini, Maddalena Laura
Sirmen, and several other composers, as well as menuets in collections or compilations intended for performance, dancing, or
pedagogy.1
The principal results have been (1) that menuet designs are remarkably and consistently varied; (2) the antecedent + continuation
theme is so important to the menuet repertoire that I have named it the “galant theme”; (3) a small but still significant number of
presentation + consequent themes appear; and (4) the available theme categories do not account for some features of an 8-bar
theme’s second phrase. In particular, (1) “continuation” is too broad to account for the diﬀerence between “development” (as in
fragmentation or sequence) and “continuing melody” (as in a new basic idea); (2) the “galant theme” is overwhelmingly present in J.
C. Bach’s menuets; and (3) , like Mozart after him, Bach uses a contrasting continuation as often as, or more often than, a developing
continuation.
In this essay, I pick up on some theoretical questions raised in a concluding comment to Part 4 (that entire text is repeated in §2.1
below). Caplin’s theory of formal functions in Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven stipulates that themes are of two primary types
(period, sentence) and several secondary types (“hybrids”). These need to be resorted in order to account for eighteenth-century
practice more broadly, following from the results of the work in this series, Parts 1-4.
1

I restrict the work to named menuets to avoid biases introduced by assigning topical labels. In many cases, the menuet topic is abundantly
obvious in pieces not so named, but in others it is not. Two negative results of this restriction of mine are that vocal works are not included, nor
are French keyboard pieces with “character piece” titles. The work here is also restricted to first strains, because these are usually presented as,
or begin with, clearly defined themes.
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2. The menuet, theme types, and Caplin’s form-function theory
2.1. Concluding comment from Part 4
Referring to the antecedent + continuation theme, William Caplin has said that it “is relatively easy to identify because its
constituent phrase functions appear much the same as they do in the first half of a period and the second half of a sentence (2014,
105). As I have already asserted in Parts 1-3 of this series, in my view, “continuation” is too broad a term. The second phrase of galant
themes can be sorted into three types: two kinds of continuation phrases (the developmental and “mirror” types) and a contrasting
phrase. Furthermore, far from being a hybrid—that is, a lesser variant of two basic types (period and sentence)—the anticipation +
continuation theme is common throughout the period under discussion here and is especially important in the middle decades of
the eighteenth century in connection with the galant contrast aesthetic. Indeed, as I have shown earlier, a significant minority of
galant-era sentences use a contrasting continuation phrase rather than a “textbook” developmental one.
The small confines of the dance strain,
the need for clearly articulated units for
social dancing, and the priority of
melody over harmony in the galant
aesthetic, combine to simplify Caplin’s
categories, on the one hand, but at the
same time to add the diﬀerent
characteristics of contrast and development.
Figure 1 above is reproduced from Caplin 2014, 111, with my added annotations. Caplin places the sentence at one end and the
period at the other end of a continuum. With my added, dark-lined boxes, I have grouped the several types, including a hybrid type
—the presentation + consequent theme—that Caplin rejects. In the box at the right of the figure, I have grouped the period and cbi
[compound basic idea] + consequent together: the melodic characters of both are the same. Similarly, the cbi + continuation and
antecedent + cadential hybrids are subsumed under the galant theme, or anticipation-continuation (see the middle box). The
situation diﬀers slightly for the presentation + consequent hybrid (at the left in the figure). I have grouped it with the sentence
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because it is possible for the first five bars of each theme type to be identical. 2
Still thinking in terms of a more complete historicization of the eight-bar themes, I would prefer a continuum based on similarity
and diﬀerence, at two-bar and four-bar levels. See Figure 2. The sentence, of the various themes, can achieve maximum similarity:
bars 3-4 are identical to or very close to bars 1-2, bar 5 may repeat
bar 1, then bar 6 and perhaps also 7 may fragment by sequence,
leaving only the cadential ending of bar 8 to diﬀer (if it does). At
the other extreme, the galant theme can achieve maximum
diﬀerence, where every two-bar idea is distinct. The period, then,
is readily understood as balanced: similarity and diﬀerence are
equally represented.
Although the interaction of melodic elements and harmonic
functions certainly plays a fundamental role in larger contexts,
harmony does not have the same level of influence in the small
confines of the eight-bar theme, especially when those eight bars
constitute a complete—and then repeated—strain. For the galant era, in any case, the fashionable priority of melody over harmony
is well-known and needs no additional rehearsal. 3 For these reasons, as I noted earlier, I have put aside the hybrids that rely entirely
on distinctions of harmony: compound basic idea + consequent, compound basic idea + continuation, and antecedent + cadential.
That leaves only the antecedent + continuation, the galant theme. I do, however, add back in another basic form that Caplin rejects
(correctly) as rare—presentation + consequent—for sake of completeness and because it does appear (though indeed not often) in
the dance repertoire.4

2

Although I do not work out the idea in this essay, I believe—based on prior work with Playford’s English Dancing Master and music by Lully—
that the presentation + consequent theme also is not a hybrid at all, but has a close historical relation to what I call the “four-bar theme” that is
common in the seventeenth century and is more likely a precursor of the symmetrical period (from the four-bar theme’s antecedent form) and
the presentation + consequent theme (from its presentation form).
3

Caplin relies heavily on details of harmonic articulation and progression, not only in establishing categories, but especially in making
decisions about ambiguous cases. I emphasize that my goal is not to revise his form-function theory, which I don’t think needs re-writing, but to
situate the antecedent+continuation theme more firmly historically.
4

“Redundancy of material within an excessive tonic prolongation likely explains why this potential type of hybrid seldom occurs in the
repertory” (Caplin 1998, 63).
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2.2. Additional commentary
The five possible arrangements of ideas in an eight-bar theme where a and c are given (and where of course d may not precede b!):
a a a c!
a a b c!
a b a c!
a b b c!
a b d c!

presentation + consequent (or sentence [“sentence 1”]?)
sentence with contrasting continuation (“sentence 2”)
period
“mirror”
galant

Expansion of this list to include variants of ideas (a’, b’), the original five from above underlined:
a a a c! presentation + consequent
a a’ a c! presentation + consequent!!
a a’ a’ c!presentation + consequent
a a’ a’’ c!sentence 1! !
!
!
a a b c! sentence 2
a a’ b c!sentence 2
a b b c! “mirror”
a b b’ c!“mirror” ! !
!
!
a b a c! period
a b a’ c!period
a b d c! galant!
!
!
!

!

!

a’ = a variant of the basic idea, presented as an idea (two bars)

!

!

a” = fragmentation, preferably of a motive from the basic idea

!

!

b’ = a variant of the second idea, presented as an idea (two bars)

!

!

d = a third idea (or fragmentation of a new motive)

I have flipped the mirror theme and the period in order
to move along the list by varying a single element each
time. Figure 3 demonstrates.
These calculations give us a good idea of the possible
repertoire of theme forms but say nothing about
compositional utility. To be sure, one can imagine a composer/improviser playing through a theme and then saying, “What if I
change these two bars?” Published music and manuscript fair copies, however, show no evidence of that kind of creative work, and it
is those—having nothing else—on which we must base our analyses. Nevertheless, it may be interesting to see how one could
progress through Figure 3 using such variations, and I have therefore worked out a series of examples to illustrate. To begin, here is
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the first strain of a menuet in the admittedly rudimentary sounding presentation + consequent form:

The “classic” form of the sentence, a a’ a’’ (fragmentation) c, or sentence 1, diﬀers only in the third unit.

Sentence 2: a a’ b c. This is generated from either the presentation + consequent theme or sentence 1 by altering bars 5-6 to create a
new idea (not fragmentation).
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The mirror theme replaces a’ with a new idea, b, which is then repeated or, as here, altered.

The period retains b as a function (the actual notes diﬀer from the above) and reintroduces a for the third unit.

Finally, the galant theme, or a b d c, all four ideas being distinct and lyrical (that is, they are two-bar ideas and not “broken up”
motivically).
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This galant theme is violin 1 and the bass part from the original version of the menuet, n23 in Friedrich Schwindl’s XXIV menuets
(1770), with the exception that I changed the cadence to a PAC in D. Below I have assembled all three parts for the first strain of n23
as a score. Galant themes, incidentally, dominate in the XXIV menuets -- see the essay Part 4, p. 123.
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3. The similarity-contrast continuum, with examples drawn from Mozart and his contemporaries
3.1. Presentation + consequent
Priority to similarity is greatest in the presentation + consequent theme, not the sentence, as potentially all four two-bar ideas may
be repetitions or variants of one another. This extreme form -- a a’ a a’’ or a a’ a’’ a’’’ -- is but no means common in traditional
European tonal music, but especially not in the menuet repertoire, largely, I imagine, because it requires that even the highly
stereotyped cadential figures be involved. Rare even in the contredanse repertoire, the presentation + consequent theme would in
fact seem unimaginable in the menuet, which characteristically emphasizes contrast, not similarity, and makes routine use of a
small collection of formula cadence figures. That didn’t stop Mozart, however, especially in his youth. The first several examples
below are intriguing in that they mark the historical moment when the underlying menuet topos started to change. Many of
Mozart’s menuets fit the traditional ceremonial or grazioso types, but others engage the Ländler style topic, from the dance that had
already become popular in urban circles by 1773, when the menuets of K176 were composed. The music of the Ländler was
distinguished by the repetitiveness of its figures, but these most often shaped themselves as sentences, not, as here, presentation +
consequent themes.
K176n12:5 one of those very rare instances of the extreme form of presentation + consequent.

K103n5 trio: here is another, the only diﬀerence between the two phrases being the gesture of the final bar in each.

5

This is taken from the Neue Mozart Ausgabe, where it is in a volume still under copyright in the United States. For this research presentation, I
have removed the left hand part, deleted a dynamic marking, and compressed the staﬀ line to fit on the page.
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K176n16: 6 here Mozart manages to introduce some variety into the repetitions while still involving the cadential figure. Basic idea a
is minimally varied in its repetition (cf. bars 2 & 4), then given in transposed form at a’’, then varied further in the cadence -- at a’’’.
Note the diﬀerence in articulation in bar 7. The box within a box, however, shows clearly that the drooping arpeggio figure of bar 7
is derived from the basic idea, bar 1. The cadence does achieve its articulating function, but since this is obviously a Ländler, the
listener is primed by stylistic association to hear a connection between a and a’’’.

K43: Symphony no. 6 (1767), trio to the menuet. As K176n16 mildly suggests, the most likely forms of the presentation + consequent
theme have a distinct cadential figure, as if exaggerating a rounding oﬀ or articulating function. Thus, a a a c, or a a’ a c, or a a’ a’’ c.
(As I noted earlier, at the risk of some minor confusion, I am using the letter “c” for “cadential figure.”) The trio in K43 is another
gingerly step in that direction: note that c begins with the basic idea’s initial flourish (boxed) before oﬀering its opposing stream of
eighth notes.

6

See the note to K176n12 above.
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K174, menuet: each of the four previous examples includes some kind of articulation at the phrase level. In K176ns 12 & 16 and in the
trio of K103n5, the ends of the basic idea statements diﬀered (cf. bars 2 & 4 in the previous examples). In the trio of K43, there was
barely any diﬀerence—it was the transposition in a’ and the literal return to a in bar 5 that jointly created the articulation.
Although I suspect the phrase level may be relevant to the broad line from similarity to contrast, it would complicate matters too
much to try to add in those features here. In K174 below, the phrase level articulation, however, is quite strong—see the half-note/
pair-of-eighths group in bars 1 & 5 but also note that the rhythms are identical through all of each phrase. (The bass diﬀers,
signalling the cadence.) The cadential figure c builds on the second motive of the basic idea, creating the eﬀect of fragmentation
(already present, of course, in the presentation phrase itself ).

Haydn, Divertimento/keyboard sonata Hob. XVI/10: here is a similar example from an early keyboard sonata by Haydn. Note that
the first four beats of each phrase are identical, enough to establish the second as consequent. The fact that a motive-based
sequence begins immediately is a complicating factor, since it can’t be distinguished from fragmentation in the second phrase. As
in the examples to follow, the cadential idea is markedly diﬀerent.
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K131, menuet 2: where K174 is unusual in its motivic play across a phrase, the second menuet in K131 oﬀers one of the most common
forms of the presentation + consequent theme (“common” being a relative term, as this theme type is not at all common in the
menuet repertoire overall). The basic idea a is minimally varied in the repetition (the melody note is marked with an arrow, but the
bass also changes, making a root position V). In the consequent phrase another variant begins, but c is very distinct: as here, a
frequently used pattern sets largely rising gestures in the basic idea and its variants against a sharply falling figure in the cadence.
This combination of largely rising figures countered by a quick descent in the cadence is characteristic of the menuet in all of its
theme types but of course is especially easy to exaggerate in the 6 + 2 theme.

K103n10: here is a very similar example, the variation to open the consequent phrase sounding sharper because of the
transposition.
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K601n3: if I thought to propose a “textbook” version of the presentation + consequent theme, it would be this. Informally in the
previous essays in this series (and also just above for K131, menuet 2), I have called this the “6 + 2” theme, where the phrase
articulation is weakened by a simple sequence that runs across the first six bars as a a’ a’’ before c—strongly contrasting in this case
—descends to finish the theme. Note also that this example comes from a late set of menuets, showing that Mozart was still willing
to employ the presentation + consequent theme in his mature work.

From Johann Gottfried Müthel, 53 pieces (manuscript, 1757-70?): 7 in a collection probably meant for pedagogical use, this menuet is
the trio of a pair. Its melodic design is identical to K601n3 (see D5-E5-F#5 in bars 2, 4, & 6). The harmony diﬀers in that I-V-I is
contained within the phrase rather than stretching across into the next phrase. Thus, in K601n3, melodic and harmonic
progressions are in close sync, as both cross over the phrase boundary, but in Müthel’s trio, the closing of the progression in bar 4
contradicts the sequence that is still unfolding in the melody. The eﬀect of these variances in harmony on the definition of the
theme type, however, seems negligible.

7

Pieces from this collection are discussed in the essay Part 4 in this series. Müthel has the distinction of being J. S. Bach’s last student.
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Here are three additional examples from Müthel’s 53 pieces, all trios to other menuets:

!
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Haydn, Baryton trio (divertimento): these trios to two menuets are examples from two compositions in the surprisingly large earlyperiod series of baryton trios. The second shows how easily the 6 + 2 design accommodates imitation.

!

!
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3.2. Sentence
Sentences do manage to achieve a wider range of similarity and diﬀerence than any of the other three theme types.
All that is required to turn a presentation + consequent theme into a sentence is fragmentation or contrast in bars 5-6. In other
words, we move from holding the highest priority on similarity to introducing some (though possibly quite small) element of
contrast or diﬀerence. Fragmentation oﬀers a convenient way to accomplish this. Sequence did, too, in some of the examples above,
but at the level of the idea, which directly aﬀects the theme type. Fragmentation works below that level.
Mozart, Menuets, K599n4. The simplest examples of the sentence repeat the basic idea literally, as here (box for bars 3-4), use
sequential fragmentation in bars 5-6 (here with cycle of fifths harmony: D-g-C-F), and close with a cadential formula (in the
harmony: F: ii6-V7-I).

Menuets, K599n3: In one of the statement-response patterns, the basic idea on I with V at the end is repeated on V with I at the end.
The fragmentation of the first motive from the basic idea is not complete, and in fact sounds as much like a lyrical melodic unit as it
does anything developmental.
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Maddalena Laura Sirmen, Violin Sonata, op. 5n2 (from the essay Part 4 in this series). The movement as a whole is a small ternary
form. This is quite close to K599n4, except that the fragmentation is based on internal elements of the basic idea, not the “head,”
and it includes the pick-up to the cadential idea.

Schwindl, XXIV Menuets, n9: similar to K599n3 in its statement-response pattern. The fragmented motive in the continuation
phrase bears only a “family resemblance” to the head motive of the basic idea.

K176, n5, trio: another statement-response pattern, but the figures in the continuation are new. Because of the repeated rhythms in
bars 5 & 6, this is still in the category of sentence 1, but just barely.
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Serenade, K185: similar to the preceding but with much stronger attention to contrasts. The basic idea is literally repeated, but in a
diﬀerent octave and with a piano dynamic. Strong fragmentation in the continuation phrase is on a new motive and played forte.

K176n4: it is diﬃcult to think of this as anything other than presentation + contrasting phrase, or the sentence 2 category I presented
in the previous section of this essay.
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3.3. Period
To begin, a series of simple periods, each with a contrasting idea, literal return of the basic idea in the consequent, and a cadential
figure that is a variant of the contrasting idea -- or a b a b’/c.
Wind serenade, K375, trio to the menuet:

Symphony no. 35, K385, trio to the menuet:

K464, trio to the menuet:
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String quartet, K499, trio to the menuet:

Friedrich Schwindl, XXIV Menuets, nos. 8 & 11. Note, first of all, the strongly contrasting ideas in both of these menuets. In n8, the
repetition of the basic idea in the consequent is altered near the end; in n11, bar 5 repeats bar 1, but is transposed, and bars 2 and 6
are hardly related at all.
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K525, menuet. Similar to Schwindl’s menuet n11 but not so radical in its rewriting of bar 2 in bar 6.

Trio K543, trio to the menuet. Period with transposed consequent.

J. C. F. Bach, menuet (from C. P. E. Bach, Musikalisches Vielerley)
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The remaining examples in this section pose problems of definition for bars 3-4.
Menuets K599n3, trio: identical rhythms but mostly diﬀerent intervallic shapes. In such a small form, I would favor calling the
second unit b, but I can see the argument for presentation + consequent (that is, a a’ a c)..

Menuets, K599n5: only the head motive is the same; is that enough? I am on the fence about this one, but would probably come
down on the side of the period rather than a presentation + consequent theme.

Menuets, K599n5, trio: like the trio to K599n3 but with registral diﬀerence added to the mix. Here I think presentation + consequent
is the better reading.
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Jean Baur, Premier Recueil . . . (1763): with this menuet we’ve reached the limit where contrast is eﬀective (bars 2 & 4). I’ve left a query
in the second unit, but I would read this theme as a presentation + consequent, not a period.

Jean Baur, Premier Recueil . . . (1763): very like the preceding and I would read it the same way, as presentation + consequent, not a
period.
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3.4. Galant (antecedent + continuation)
Wind Serenade, K375, II: If there is a “textbook” galant theme, this is it: strong contrast between ideas a & b, still another new idea
in bars 5-6, and a cadential figure that diﬀers from everything preceding.

Symphony no. 35, K385, menuet: as pointedly built on contrasts as the previous example.
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Serenade, K185, menuet 2: units 1 & 2 are distinct, despite the continuing arpeggios. The insert echoes idea b, and the continuation
phrase is wholly occupied with fragmentation of a new motive.

String Quartet, K499, menuet:

Friedrich Schwindl, XXIV Menuets, nos. 7, 10, & 12: the “textbook” model with maximum contrast is used in ns 7 & 12, where every
two-bar unit is a diﬀerent idea. In n10, the eﬀect is nearly the same, except that bars 5-6 use fragmentation.
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Sonata for Keyboard, four-hands, K19, trio to the menuet. The first phrase links a & b through a statement-response
accompaniment (circled). The continuation is developmental (that is, with fragmentation), but is based on a new figure.
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C. P. E. Bach, Musikalisches Vielerley, menuet by J. C. F. Bach:

Menuets, K176n14 trio. If d was developmental in several of the examples just above, here it is a rhythmic retrograde of the basic
idea, and bar 5 repeats the motive of bar 2. These are not enough to turn the second phrase into a consequent, however.

Piano trio, K254, rondo (theme): the phrase level contradicts priority to contrast with a nicely balanced repetition for the cadence.
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K525, trio to the menuet: here it is a toss-up whether this is a galant or a mirror theme. I would probably come down in favor of the
galant theme because bars 5-6 use fragmentation and therefore sound quite diﬀerent than bars 3-4, not like a mirroring idea.

Jean Baur, Premier Recueil . . . (1763): this one is a conundrum. One could call it a galant theme, as a b d d/c, but the eﬀect of contrast
is seriously undermined by fragmentation in the first phrase and repetition of the idea d in the second phrase. The alternative,
sentence 2 or a a’ b b/c, is barely more satisfying but it is probably what I would settle on as the better answer.
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